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Bajaj bikes are popular in the two-wheeler industry in India. Bajaj bikes are the best choices owing
to their great mileage and come in various shades. Bajaj group has launched several bike models
and these have found to be the best choice among old and new riders.

The emergence of 2012 has come with great news that Bajaj is launching its new Pulsar 200 NS in
April 2012. This is a 200cc engine offering 23.17 bhp maximum power and torque of 18.3nm. It was
expected that Pulsar 200 NS will come with new styling and technology and true to expectations its
new features highlight alloy wheels, fuel tank, instrument cluster and side scoops.

The new Bajaj Pulsar 200 NS is stronger, faster and lighter, besides being a flagship Pulsar model. 
The NS represents â€˜Naked Sportâ€™. The new features of this Pulsar include attractive decal, exhaust
outlet beneath engine, new design for speedometer, tachometer and cluster, new strong chassis,
split seat, new turn indicators, headlamp and tail light. They come in red and yellow shades. The
mileage in the city is expected to 35 kmpl and Highway is 58 kmpl.

Bajaj Bikes prices in India

New Bajaj Pulsar 200NS is Rs.90, 000

Bajaj Pulsar 350NS is 1, 80,000(expected by mid 2013)

Bajaj Pulsar 350NS is finally expected next year. It is expected to also have the suffix NS. This bike
of Bajaj is expected to come with triple spark technology.  Though, there is no official announcement
about the technical specifications, the 350 NS is expected to generate 40 bhp power and 35nm
torque.

Variants and Bajaj bikes prices

Pulsar 135 LS with 134.6cc at Rs. 60,000

Pulsar 150 with149cc, DTSi at Rs. 70,000

Pulsar 180 with178.6cc, DTSi at Rs. 75,000

Pulsar 220 S with 220cc, DTSi at Rs. 81,000

Pulsar 220 F with 220cc, DTSi at Rs. 85,000

New Pulsar 200NSwith Triple Spark, SOHC, 4-valve at Rs. 90,000

Pulsar 250 with Triple Spark, SOHC, 4-valve at Rs. 1, 10,000

Pulsar 300 with Triple Spark, SOHC, 4-valve at Rs. 1, 50,000

Pulsar 350NS with Triple Spark, SOHC, 4-valve at Rs. 1, 80,000

Bajaj Avenger 220 is a new cruiser with a different engine and there are changes in the riding and
comfort. This is not a bike for people checking fuel gauge. The shades available are Plasma Blue,
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Misty Grey Silver, Midnight Black and Cocktail Wine Red. Bajaj Avenger price is Rs 77,500

Bajaj Discover is in Rs.44,000 to 57,400 and comes with 110cc engine. Its features include alloy
wheels, electric start, auto choke, twin pilot lamps, LED tail lamps, 5 speed gearbox, maintenance
free battery and twid pod instrumental panel.
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Auto Infoz - About Author:
Auto Infoz is a Bike expert having 11 years of experience in the automotive Bike industry and
complete information provider by AutoInfoZ.Com for Bikes, New bikes in India where user can find
out the latest a New Bikes India and a Bajaj Discover.
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